Abstract-Recent work has shown that convex programming allows to recover a superposition of point sources exactly from low-resolution data as long as the sources are separated by 2/fc, where fc is the cut-off frequency of the sensing process. The proof relies on the construction of a certificate whose existence implies exact recovery. This certificate has since been used to establish that the approach is robust to noise and to analyze related problems such as compressed sensing off the grid and the super-resolution of splines from moment measurements. In this work we construct a new certificate that allows to extend all these results to signals with minimum separations above 1.26/fc. This is close to 1/fc, the threshold at which the problem becomes inherently ill posed, in the sense that signals with a smaller minimum separation may have low-pass projections with negligible energy.
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I. THE PROBLEM OF SUPER-RESOLUTION
Recovering a signal from low-resolution data is a major challenge in many areas of the applied sciences. In microscopy, astronomy and any other application employing an optical device, spatial resolution is fundamentally limited by diffraction. The resulting data are well modeled by the convolution of the object of interest with a point-spread function that blurs the finescale details, acting essentially as a low-pass filter. The problem of super-resolution is that of reconstructing the original signal from the blurred measurements.
In order to super-resolve a signal it is necessary to leverage some prior knowledge about its structure. Otherwise the problem is hopelessly ill posed, since the missing spectrum can be filled in arbitrarily to produce estimates that correspond to the data. Here, we study the estimation of superpositions of point sources, which may be used to represent celestial bodies in astronomy, neuron spikes in neuroscience or line spectra in signal processing and spectroscopy. Mathematically, the signal of interest,
consists of a train of Dirac measures with complex amplitudes a j located at different locations {t j } in the unit interval. Our aim is to estimate x from the lower end of its spectrum in the form of n := 2f c + 1 Fourier series coefficients (f c is an integer)
To ease notation, we write (I.2) as y = F n x.
II. MINIMUM SEPARATION
Even if the signal x is very sparse, without further conditions to ensure that the support of x is not too clustered the super-resolution problem may be ill posed. Because of this, we will study the problem for signals that have a certain separation between the elements of the support. For a family of points T ⇢ T, the minimum separation is the closest distance between any two elements of T ,
If the minimum distance is too small with respect to the cut-off frequency of the data, it may become impossible to distinguish the sources in the signal even under very small perturbations to the data.
A fundamental limit in this sense is the inverse of the cut-off frequency 1/f c . The reason is that the difference between two signals with minimum separations of less than 1/f c may have a minimum separation below 1/2f c . Below that limit, there are signals that lie almost in the null space of the low-pass operator, so that the two signals may be mapped to almost the same measurements even if their supports are completely disjoint. This phenomenon can be characterized theoretically in an asymptotic setting using Slepian's prolate-spheroidal sequences [1] (see also Section 3.2 in [2] ). 
III. OPTIMIZATION-BASED SUPER-RESOLUTION
To recover x we propose minimizing the totalvariation (TV) norm of the estimate, a continuous analog to the`1 norm for discrete signals (see Appendix A in [2] for a rigorous definition), subject to data constraints:
where the minimization is carried out over the set of all finite complex measuresx supported on [0, 1].
In practice, Problem (III.1) may be solved either by discretizing the support and minimizing the`1-norm or by applying semidefinite programming, as explained in [2] .
In [2] it was established that if the minimum separation of the support of a signal (T ) is greater or equal to 2/f c , TV-norm minimization achieves exact recovery. However, as shown in Figure 1 , numerical experiments indicate that the actual limit at which superresolution via TV-norm regularization may fail is 1/f c . As mentioned previously, this is a natural limit in the sense that below that minimum separation the problem can be ill posed. Our main result is that the theoretical guarantees can be extended to a minimum separation of just 
IV. DUAL CERTIFICATE AND RELATED RESULTS
The proof of exact recovery relies on the existence of a certain subgradient of the TV norm that is orthogonal to the null space of the measurement operator. Such an object is often referred to as a dual certificate in the compressed-sensing literature [3] because it certifies that exact recovery occurs and its coefficients are a solution to the dual of Problem (III.1).
Proposition IV.1. Under the conditions of Theorem III.1 for any sign pattern v 2 C |T | , such that |v j | = 1 for all j, there exists a low-pass trigonometric polynomial
This proposition guarantees the existence of the dual-certificate q, which is a low-pass polynomial with magnitude bounded strictly by one on the off-support that interpolates the sign pattern of the original signal on its support. This implies that exact recovery occurs under the conditions of Theorem III.1 (see Section A of the appendix of [2] for the proof). Such a dual certificate was constructed in [2] for a minimum separation of 2/f c . It not only proved useful to establish exact recovery, but has since been been used to analyze several other problems related to super-resolution. As a result, Proposition IV.1 allows to sharpen the following results.
• Robustness of super-resolution: The dual certificate and some variations on the construction are used in [4] - [7] to prove that the procedure is stable to noise, as well as in [8] which investigates super-resolution of sources with positive amplitudes.
• Denoising of line spectra: [7] uses the construction to derive guarantees in the denoising of samples belonging to a sparse superposition of sinusoids. • Compressed sensing off the grid: [9] studies the problem of super-resolving a sparse signal from a random subset of their low-pass Fourier coefficients. The proof uses the certificate to cleverly build a related dual certificate that establishes exact recovery.
• Spline estimation: Recovery of non-uniform splines from their projection onto spaces of algebraic polynomials is very related to superresolution. In [10] , [11] exact-recovery and stability guarantees are derived which also rely on the certificate built in [2] by using a change of variables.
V. CONSTRUCTION OF THE DUAL CERTIFICATE
In this section, we outline the proof of Proposition IV.1, deferring a more detailed proof to a forthcoming journal version.
As a first idea, we could consider interpolating the sign pattern with a Dirichlet kernel,
which can also be written as
The result of the interpolation would satisfy (IV.1) and (IV.2) by construction, but controlling the magnitude of the polynomial on the off-support would be problematic because of the slow decay of the tail of K. An alternative is to use a faster-decaying kernel instead, as in [2] which uses the fourth power or Jackson kernel.
Taking the fourth power of a kernel is equivalent to repeatedly convolving it with itself in the frequency domain, which smooths out the discontinuities of its spectrum. The resulting kernel is consequently not as spiky at the origin, but has a faster decaying tail. Generalizing this idea, we can take the product of p kernels with different bandwidths 1 f c , 2 f c , . . . , p f c to achieve a better tradeoff between the behavior of the resulting kernel at the origin and the decay of its tail. This yields a kernel of the form
where c 2 C n is the convolution of the Fourier coefficients of
. As long as P p j=1 j = 1, the cut-off frequency of the kernel is indeed f c . We fix p = 3 and 1 = 0.247, 2 = 0.339 and 3 = 0.414. Figure 2 shows K and its spectrum.
Interpolating the sign pattern with an adequately selected kernel is not sufficient to produce a valid construction. The reason is that the magnitude of the polynomial will tend to exceed one near the elements of the support T . This can be avoided, however, by forcing the derivative of the kernel to be zero at those points, an idea introduced in [2] . As a result, the magnitude of the polynomial has a local extremum at the interpolation point and its magnitude remains below one for a sufficiently large minimum separation, as illustrated by Figure 3 . In order to enforce the extra constraint on the derivative of q, we need more degrees of freedom in the construction. For this purpose, we incorporate the derivative of the kernel where ↵, 2 C |T | are coefficient sequences satisfying
I (t k ) = 0, (V.4) for all t k in T where q R and q I are the real and imaginary parts of q.
To complete the proof, we take the following steps: 1) Derive bounds on the magnitude of K , using tight bounds on the Dirichlet kernel K which are non-asymptotic in f c . 2) Use the bounds to show that the system of equations defined by (V.4) is full rank and to bound the magnitude of the coefficients ↵ and . 3) Combine the bounds on ↵ and and on K to show that the magnitude of q is upper bounded by one by separating the off-support into two regions: one that is close to the support and one that is farther away. The magnitude of q can be bounded directly in the former, whereas in the latter we bound the second derivative of the magnitude of q.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this work we provide a reasonably tight characterization of the performance of super-resolution via convex programming when the signal consists of point sources in one dimension that are separated by a minimum distance. Interesting research directions include developing a sharper bound than the one provided by [2] for two-dimensional signals, studying other conditions that allow for a small degree of clustering in the support of the signal as in [8] and extending the analysis to other signal models such as piecewise-constant signals in two dimensions.
